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The former Journal of Information Technology Journal Education has become three distinct journals: Journal of Information Technology Education: Research

Journal of Information Technology Education is now ... - JITE
JISE is pleased to announce that the Best Paper award for 2018 goes to "Scrum-Based Learning Environment: Fostering Self-Regulated Learning" by Tanya Linden. The winner of the Best Paper Finalist award is "Teaching Tip: Gaining Real-World Experience in Information Security: A Roadmap for a Service-Learning Course" by Janine L. Spears, and the winner of the Best Paper Honorable Mention award is ...

JISE - Journal of Information Systems Education
IJEDICT aims to strengthen links between research and practice in ICT in education and development in hitherto less developed parts of the world, e.g., developing countries (especially small states), and rural and remote regions of developed countries. The emphasis is on providing a space for researchers, practitioners and theoreticians to jointly explore ideas using an eclectic mix of ...

International Journal of Education and Development using ICT
Journal of Technology and Teacher Education (JTATE) SITE's highly ranked journal serves as a forum for the exchange of knowledge about the use of information technology in teacher education. JTATE covers: preservice and ... Learn More »

Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education ... About ISEDJ. ISSN#: 1545-679X The Information Systems Education Journal (ISEDJ) is a peer reviewed journal published six times per year that focuses on IS education including (but not limited to) model curriculum, outcomes assessment, distance education challenges, capstone and service learning projects, security, and information system research toward educators.

ISEDJ - Information Systems Education Journal
Submit Paper / Call for Papers: Journal receives papers in continuous flow and we will consider articles from a wide range of Information Technology disciplines encompassing the most basic research to the most innovative technologies.

Journal of Theoretical and Applied Information Technology ...
Whitepapers. Accelerate Business Agility with Faster Server Refresh Cycles. Education today is fueled by technology, but far too many schools and districts are limping along with aging IT systems that drain innovation and cost too much.

THE Journal: Technological Horizons in Education -- THE ...
Special Issue Special issue is an effective way for researchers to focus on a hot topic for an in-depth study. If you have a great topic or idea, you can propose a special issue and you will have the opportunity to be the Lead Guest Editor of the special issue.

Home : Education Journal
Impact of Financial Literacy on Personal Savings: A Research on Usak University Staff. 15 December 2017. The factors such as capital stock, human capital, technological progress, financial development, institutional development, development level of infrastructure and trade openness are one of the major determinants of long run economic growth.

Scientific Papers: Journal of Knowledge Management ...
Journal of Computer Science and Information Technology is an international peer-reviewed journal published by American Research Institute for Policy Development. It is a forum for scientists and engineers involved in all aspects of computer science and information technology to publish high quality and refereed papers.
Journal of Computer Science and Information Technology
The Journal of Technology and Science Education (JOTSE) has been created as a contribution to the development and improvement of scientific and technological education by constituting a common space to share experiences to all those who, somehow, are involved in the teaching and learning processes of engineering studies, in all modalities.

Journal of Technology and Science Education
The Journal of Lightwave Technology is comprised of original contributions, both regular papers and letters, covering work in all aspects of optical guided-wave science, technology, and engineering. Manuscripts are solicited which report original theoretical and/or experimental results which advance the technological base of guided-wave technology.

IEEE Xplore: Journal of Lightwave Technology
The ISACA Journal is the information technology news source for IT governance, assurance, security and risk professionals.

Information Technology Articles - Information Technology ...
This website is experiencing some technical difficulties. We apologize and we are working to restore full functionality as soon as possible. During this time content can be read and downloaded as normal, where you already have access, but registration, purchasing, activation of tokens, eprints, updating your account and other My Account features are unavailable during this period.

International Journal of Mathematcal Education in Science ...
Connect with us! Keep current with the latest ASAPs via ACS Mobile app and e-alerts, and follow us for updates on conferences, research highlights, and more.

American Chemical Society - ACS Publications: Chemistry ...
Based in Washington, DC, National Journal provides solutions and tools to help government affairs professionals navigate policy, politics, and people.

National Journal
TOJET has been in ERIC Index (Education Resources Information Center) since Volume 1 Issue 1, 2002. International Educational Technology Conference web site published to access all past conferences and proceedings.

THE TURKISH ONLINE JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY - TOJET
The purpose of this article is to critically deconstruct the term engagement as it applies to peoples' experiences with technology. Through an extensive, critical multidisciplinary literature review and exploratory study of users of Web searching, online shopping, Webcasting, and gaming applications, we conceptually and operationally defined engagement.

What is user engagement? A conceptual framework for ...
Journal of Food Processing and Technology discusses the latest research innovations and important developments in this field.

Journal of Food Processing and Technology- Open Access ...
International Journal of Education, Culture and Society (IJECS) is an international peer reviewed journal. The journal is dedicated to publishing investigations on new and untested ideas, and disseminating research findings that make original and significant contributions to different areas of education, culture and society. The aim of the journal is to promote the work of young talented ...
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